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‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 

 

ZERO BREAL OR FALL LINE DRILL 
Putting & Chipping 

 

We need to keep in mind at all times that, ‘Putting Is The Simplest Stroke In The Great Game 

Of Golf’; that ‘You Do Not Have To Be Athletic To Be A Great Putter’; that ‘Putting May Be 

As Much As 50% Of All The Stroke On Your Card’ and that ‘All Putts Are Dead Straight’. 

They may not be ‘Dead Flat’ but they are ‘EXECUTED Along An Initially Dead Straight 

Delivery Line’ and ‘Mother Nature’ tends to the curvature. 

 

‘Putting Is The Foundation Of Your Short Game Success’! Remember, your ‘Short Game’ 

comprises 75% of all the strokes on your card! So much for the critical nature of the remaining 

25%! If you are 75% sound, you can likely get yourself around the pitch in reasonably good 

order! You will not be embarrassed! That is for sure! 

 

If the premise that ‘All Putts Are Dead Straight’ is accepted, than we should logically practice 

‘Dead Straight Putts’ at all opportunities! Find a ‘Dead Flat’ area on your practice green on which 

to practise. Work that skill at all cost! If you can make ‘Dead Straight Putts’ in your sleep, if you 

can become washed in growing ‘Confidence’, then all there is remaining in your ‘Dance Floor 

Samba’, in your balletic repertoire, surely admired by all, is to learn how to ‘READ GREENS’. 

 

If you ‘Master The Dead Flat Putt’ you shall know what it is to make purely ‘Un-Manipulated 

Strokes’! They always work! 

 

When you are faced with any ‘Putt That Is NOT Dead Flat’, the first task is to locate the ‘Zero 

Fall Line’. “What the heck does that mean?” you ask. 

 

Every ‘Putt’, regardless of it complexity, has a ‘Dead Straight’, even though perhaps not ‘Dead 

Flat’ (‘Slope’), ‘Ball Rolling PATH & LINE’ (‘BRL’) Thus, every ‘Putt’ has a line somewhere 

in the ‘Circular Stage’ that will roll ‘Dead Straight’ even though up or down hill.  

 

In your ‘Pre Shot Routine’ (‘PSR’), it is very useful to factually and firstly ‘Locate This Zero 

Fall Line’. Once you’ve got this, you have a powerful ‘Reference Line’ on which to build all 

your ‘7 Step Routine Data’. Make this information, this skill into a ‘Bullet-Proof Drill’ right now! 

 

  

“Welcome Aboard!” 

 “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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